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Perfect Drop

You don’t have to own a racehorse to get your hands on the Melbourne Cup. But it helps to have a

A poster child for tree-change is Daylesford’s Perfect Drop. Established in 2006 as a modest wine bar, this

fondness for tea. The Melbourne Cup we’re talking about is exactly that: a Melbourne-branded cup and

regional wine and food lounge has earned its owners culinary kudos. A chef’s hat in The Age Good Food

saucer created by local designer, writer, photographer and illustrator Maree Coote. Her South Melbourne

Guide 2011 is the latest in a mounting swag of accolades.

boutique teems with city-centric pieces, from Tram Stack coasters and Banksia Trivet table centerpieces
to the recently released series of Melbourne Scarves.

Following a serious wine connoisseurship at The Melbourne Supper Club, Canadian expat Devon Taylor

Perfect Drop

ADDRESS:

5 Howe Street, Daylesford

moved to Daylesford where she opened Perfect Drop. Up until then, Daylesford had been pub-heavy and

As the name suggests, Melbournestyle is Melbourne motivated. The gallery, shop and design studio is

wine bar poor, so Taylor’s venture was well-timed. Enlisting the kitchen credentials of chef Andrew Dennis
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committed to celebrating the city, which it does with a range of products designed for, inspired by and

– they met while working together at the iconic Farmers Arms – was another clever move.
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03 9696 8445

made in Melbourne. Among the artists jostling for shelf-space alongside Cootes are Ben Emmerichs
(ceramic arts), Peter McLisky (sculpture), Matt Irwin (photography) and Illustrata (graphics). Additional
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www.melbournestyle.com.au

products include homewares, jewellery, clothing and books; the latter including Coote’s own, regularly
updated ‘The Melbourne Book – A History of Now’.
It is the ongoing compilation of her book that inspires Coote’s Melbourne-themed endeavors. Collecting the
stories of the city has been a personal passion ever since she established Melbournestyle with business
partner Lex Ridgeway in 1994. They started with the Melbourne Cup (a pun Coote couldn’t ignore), before
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moving into book publishing and then retail, culminating in the opening of the store in mid-2006.

Their collaborative success rides high on shared passions and a forthright commitment to community.
Relationships are paramount, beginning with suppliers. They include Fernleigh Farm (veggies and
rare-breed organic pork), Spa Venison, Tuki (meats), Holy Goat (cheeses) and Daylesford Organics.
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www.aperfectdrop.com

Then there is the regular harvest swap meet to which they contribute excess garden produce, and their
community garden scheme set up with a local school.
It’s a personal and organic approach to both food and aesthetics. The mainly home-grown menu peaks
with dishes like the Cinnamon and Sugar Cured Grilled Duck Breast with duck and pistachio sausage,
cabbage, walnut and pomegranate salad ($30) and Fetta and Leek Fritters with sweet and sour saffron
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The former Cross Keys Hotel (1872-1913) boasts historic charm of its own, while providing space for

sauce ($12.50). They’re accompanied by a showcase of central Victorian wines sourced direct from the

Anna Bowen

an art gallery (upstairs), and salon and shop at ground level. Fashioned with fluidity, the premises can be

vignerons ($7-12/glass). Bar, restaurant, courtyard and fireside lounge are contained within an eclectic and
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easily reconfigured to accommodate Melbournestyle’s rotation of art shows and product displays. It’s an

ever-evolving homestead. Taylor describes it as a ‘ramshackle old place’ but, as her customers agree, it’s
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Alex Gott-Cumbers

original composition with a strong sense of place and, above all else, a stylish mouthpiece for Melbourne.

‘the way we like it’.

Alex Gott-Cumbers
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